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Five color/albedounits, includingpolar frost, have been recognizedand mapped in the southern
layered depositson Mars. Atmospheric dust scatteringwas measuredin shadowsand modeled in order
to remove the component of brightnessin Mars images due to the atmosphere and quantify the albedo
and color of the surface.The layered depositsappear to be mantied by red dust, except where eolian
strippinghas exposed the underlying bedrock. Frost and bare ground are mixed below the resolution
of the images in many areas adjacent to the polar cap, some of which appear to be younger than the
surroundinglayered terrain. Dark material has been depositedin topographicdepressionsin much of
the southpolar region, includingthe layered deposits.The availableobservationaldata suggestthat the
layered deposits are composedof bright dust, ice, and a small amount of dark material. If the dark
material is sand, a periodic change in polar winds seems required in order to transport the sand
poleward into the layered terrain. In any case, the observationsare not consistent with the layered
deposits being composed only of bright dust and ice. The Mars observer camera and infrared
instruments should be particularly useful in this investigation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The polar layered deposits on Mars probably record

climatevariations
overat leastthelast107-108 years[Murray et al., 1972; Carr, 1982; Plaut et al., 1988]. The composition, stratigraphy,and morphologyof these layered deposits must be understood to determine the processes
responsible for their formation and erosion and hence the
mechanisms by which climatic variations are recorded. A
common presumption among Mars researchers is that the
layering somehow reflects variations in the proportions of
dust and ice depositedduring many climate cycles [Toon et
al., 1980; Cutts et al., 1979; Squyres, 1979; Howard, 1978;
Cutts, 1973]. The purpose of this paper is to use photometric
measurements of the surface brightness and color of the
layered deposits to constrain their composition and texture
and hence their origin.
Howard et al. [1982] studiedthe geologyof the north polar
layered deposits, and Thomas and Weitz [1989] analyzed
their color and albedo by using high-resolutionViking Orbiter images. Comparable studiesof the south polar region
have been limited by the lower resolution of the Viking
imaging data. The striking contrasts in size, setting, and
appearance of the north and south polar layered deposits
suggestsignificant differences in their formation and evolution. Further photometric and morphologic study of the
south and comparisonof the two regions may offer insights

mation of surface reflectance and permits five color/albedo
surface units to be quantified within the south polar layered
terrain. The color and albedo of these mapped units are then
interpreted in terms of composition and texture. Finally, we
consider several hypotheses of the composition of the layered deposits and discuss the implications for their formation.

2.

PROCESSING AND MAPPING

METHODS

T. Becker (U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona)
used Viking Orbiter 2 images of the south polar region taken
through three different filters (violet, green, and red) to
construct the digital color mosaic shown in Plate 1. The 18
images (six in each of three colors) in the mosaic were taken
nearly simultaneouslyduringorbit 407 (L s = 341ø),at phase
angles around 85ø. The incidence (solar zenith) angle varies
from about 60ø at the top of the mosaic to 85ø at the bottom.
The south pole is at bottom center, near the lower edge of
the residual cap.
The images were radiometrically calibrated in Flagstaff
using the Planetary Image eartography System (PIES), so
that the data value in each pixel represents the actual
reflectance (l/F) observed. The relative calibration error
measured where the images overlap is as large as 10%, so
that the absolute uncertainty in calibration is no less than
intoMars' climatehistoryoverthelast 108yearsor more. 10%. This result is consistent with the 13% (let) absolute
uncertainty near midscalein the Viking television calibration
Viking Orbiter 2 imaged the south polar region in three
reported by Klaasen et al. [1977]. No estimates of the
colors, typically at a resolution of a few hundred meters per
radiometric accuracy of PIeS have been published, and the
pixel. In this paper we first describe how these color data
absoluteuncertainty of the Viking Orbiter calibration may be
were processedand then discussthe effects of atmospheric
greater than 13%. Preliminary analysis of Viking Orbiter 1
scatteringon the apparentsurfacebrightnesses.We modeled
Phobos images shows differences of up to 18%, but discusthe dust scattering in shadows and used the results to
sion of these data is beyond the scope of this paper. In the
estimate the atmosphericcomponent of brightnessin the
absence of precise knowledge of the absolute radiometric
images (details of the method are presentedin the Appenuncertainty in the Viking data used here, we will use the 13%
dix). The dust-scatteringpropertiesfound in our analysisare
absolute uncertainty given by Klaasen et al. [1977] in the
similar to those found in previous studies. Removal of the
discussions that follow.
atmosphericeffects from the color imagesthen allows estiBecausethe greenfilter band pass(Aeff= 0.54/x) overlaps
Copyright 1990by the American GeophysicalUnion.
both the red (Aeff= 0.59/x) and violet (Aeff= 0.45/x) filter
band passes, we divided the red mosaic by the violet mosaic
Paper number 89JB01429.
0148-0227/90/89JB-01429505.00
pixel by pixel to obtain maximum color information. The
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Plate 1. Viking Orbiter 2 rev 407 (Ls = 341ø) color mosaic of the south polar region, with 500 m/pixel resolution.
Orthographic projection with 0øW longitude is at 12 o'clock; the Sun is toward 11 o'clock.

resulting red/violet (R/V) mosaic is shown in Figure 1.
Errors in registration of the color mosaics (relative to each
other) are not greater than 5 pixels, as indicated by the bright
rims around the polar cap. Despite the presence of atmospheric scattering distinct surface units can be recognized in

the R/V

mosaic.

All of the surface

units examined

in this

study are red in color, but we shall refer to the units that are
less red as "neutral" in color. Near the top of the mosaic,
neutral and darker material appears in topographic depressions that can act as natural saltation traps. The polar cap
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Fig. 1. Rev 407 red/violet ratio image. Black correspondsto a ratio of 1.7, white is R/V = 2.8. The bright lines
bordering the polar cap are due to slight misregistrationof the two mosaics. Seamsbetween individual images in mosaic
are visible because of offsets of up to 10%.

and outliers of seasonalfrost appear black (R/V -< 1.7) in this
rendition of the mosaic, but they are actually slightly red in
color, in part because of atmospheric scattering. Variations
in the color of the surface of the layered deposits are also
evident

and will be described

in detail in the next section.

By measuringthe brightnessobserved in shadows,we can
estimate the component of brightness due to atmospheric
dust scattering at various points in the mosaic. Over 100 of
the shadow brightnesseswe measured are shown in Figures
A1-A3, along with model fits described in the Appendix. The

uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the television data,
mainly due to the uncertainty in dark current subtraction,
can be significant in evaluating atmospheric brightness. The
error in dark current subtraction is greater at low raw data
values, so that shadow brightnessesnear the bottom of the
mosaic are the most uncertain. Error bars of 13% are plotted
in Figures A1-A3, illustrating the absolute uncertainty in the
shadow data except near the terminator, where the error is
larger. While determination of the dust-scattering parameters (as described in the Appendix) is sensitive to errors in
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Plate 2. Part of rev 407 color mosaic, corrected for atmospheric scattering. Note albedo variations in layered
deposits near the polar cap. The area shown is 1200 km across. The vicinity of the polar cap near bottom is shown in
detail in Figure 4.
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absolute calibration, delineation of surface color/albedo
units is limited only by noise in the data. The signal/noise
ratio is too low to identify surface units only in the bottom
right corner of the mosaic.
The lower portion of the mosaic, where the layered
deposits appear, was corrected for atmospheric scattering
(Plate 2) and used to create the R/V mosaic shown in Figure
2. The atmospheric brightness and attenuation at selected
points in the mosaic were predicted using 2.5-tz radius
particles [Pollack et al., 1979] with the scattering properties
given in Table 2. The best fit model (normal optical depth =
0.13) was run at 35 points in a 400 x 400 pixel grid; then
bilinear interpolation was used to approximate the atmospheric brightness and attenuation at every other pixel in
each color mosaic. The interpolated atmospheric brightness
was subtracted from each pixel value, and the result was
divided by the total attenuation of the incoming and outgoing
radiation to approximate the atmospherelessreflectance of
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Plate 3. Map of color/albedo units in the south polar layered
terrain, originally mapped at 1 ß2,000,000 scale. Drafted lines are
located

to accuracies

of a few

kilometers

or better.

represent uncertain or gradationaj contacts.

Dashed

lines

The R/V and color mosaics were used to identify five
color/albedo units in the layered terrain. The units were
mapped (Plate 3) where the noise level in the mosaics is
sufficiently low using an overlay on the I: 2,000,000 photomosaic shown in Figure 3. Tanaka and Scott [1987] mapped
the area at the top of Plates 2 and 3 and Figure 2 as layered
deposits, but we find no evidence of layering in that area,
either in the digital mosaics used here, in the 1: 2,000,000
photomosaic, or in high-resolution Mariner 9 images of the
area. This area may be an exposure of the basal member(s)
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Red/violet ratio mosaic, correctedfor atmosphericscattering.The signal/noiseratio is rather low at the bottom
and at the right side of the mosaic.

of the layered depositsor a separateunlayered unit. For the
purposesof this paper we define "layered deposits" as those
units in which distinct layering can be seen. Our primary
interest is in the layered deposits,so we have chosento map
only the area within the layered deposits and polar cap, as
delineated in Plate 3. Some areas in the layered deposits
have the same color and albedo as areas outside the layered
terrain, but we have subdivided only the layered deposits.
Contacts between

color/albedo

units were located on both

the R/V mosaicand the photomosaicand have been drafted
to an accuracy of a few kilometers or better (mosaic resolu-

tion is 0.5 km/pixel). The five surfacecolor/albedounits (and
corresponding interpretations) are (1) bright neutral (polar
frost), (2) bright red (dust), (3) dark red (layered deposits),
(4) bright intermediate (mixture of units 1 and 2), and (5) dark
neutral (sand). The R/V ratios of unit 4 are similar to those of
unit 3, but the two units may be distinguishedby their overall
albedos:unit 4 is brighter than the other units (except unit 1),
while unit 3 is slightly darker than unit 2 (Table 1). Because
of the variation in illumination across the mosaic, the average reflectancesof selected 5 x 5 pixel areas were divided by
the cosine of the incidence angle to facilitate comparison.
The resulting Lambert albedos (Table 1) are not comparable
to the albedos used in the atmospheric scattering model

(Appendix) becausethe assumptionof a Lambert photometric function is incorrect in general. The unit map showsthat
many of the contacts between these units are gradational, as

wouldbe expectedwheresandor dustcoveris incompleteor

where relative amounts of dust and frost vary. The location
of contacts is uncertain where the signal to noise ratio is low
(at the bottom of the mosaic). However, some of the
contacts between the frost or frost mixtures (unit I or 4) and
the surrounding darker units are quite sharp, probably
because of topographic control of their boundaries.
Surface albedos higher than the values of 0.09 (violet) and
0.25 (red) used in the atmospheric model must be used to
correct for atmospheric effects over areas of bright frost.
Frost albedos of 0.5 (violet) and 0.6 (red) were used to model
the atmospheric reflectance over several points in the polar
cap. Similarly, surface albedos of 0.15 (violet)and 0.35 (red)
were used to correct for atmospheric scattering over unit 4.
The above surface albedos were estimated from the brightness contrast between the bright units and the surrounding
areas and adjusted iteratively to approach the color of the
corrected data. The R/V ratios of these higher surface
albedos (frost = 1.2; unit 4 = 2.33) are consistent with the
R/V ratios of the corrected surface data, as indicated in
Table 1. The lower surface albedos yield slightly higher
corrected

R/V

reflection

is overestimated.

3.

ratios

because

the redness

of the surface

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

We have applied a multistream radiative transfer model to
a Viking Orbiter color mosaic of the south polar region. The
parameters used in the model are similar to those found by
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Fig. 3. Section of U.S. Geological Survey controlled photomosaic MC-30 A/B (I-1647), original scale =
1 ß2,000,000. Note the off-cap eolian grooves at bottom, deflected left by Coriolis force. The south pole is just below
and left of center.

other workers: normal optical depth = 0.13; single-scattering
albedo = 0.57-0.85; asymmetry parameter = 0.31-0.49;
extinction efficiency = 2.64--2.75 with 2.5-/, particles; and
surface albedos of 0.09 (violet), 0.18 (green), and 0.25 (red).
This model should also be valuable for future photometric
measurementsof the Martian surface and atmosphere.
In the absence of any wavelength dependence in the
photometric function and neglecting the difference in color
between the surface and the atmosphericscattering,topography should vanish in an R/V ratio image. However, some
topographicfeaturesare still visible in the R/V image(Figure
1), and there is an overall decrease in the R/V ratio (from 2.6
to 1.8) with increasing incidence angle. Guinness [1981]

TABLE
Unit

1.

Lambert

Interpretation

Albedos

found that the color of the soil at the Viking Lander 1 site
depends on phase angle, but since phase variations in the
mosaic used here are less than 5ø, the overall R/V gradient
cannot be explained by phase-dependentcolor variations.
Dust scatteringin the atmospherecontributes to the overall
R/V gradient (from top to bottom) in Figure 1, as indicated
by the shadow data described in the Appendix. As we
demonstratebelow, the appearanceof topographicfeatures
in Figure I is also due to atmosphericscattering.
The mountains at right center and Sun-facing scarps in
Figure I are more red on their northern (sunward) slopes.
This phenomenon is due to the contribution to illumination
of the surface by diffuse, relatively "bluer" atmospheric

and Colors of Surface

Violet

Units

Red

R/V

frost
dust mantle

0.18-0.43
0.04-0.05

0.27-0.53
0.14-0.18

1.2-1.6
3.2-3.8

layered deposits

0.03-0.05

0.10-0.13

2.5-3.2

mixture of units I and 2
dark material

0.05-0.09
0.02-0.05

0.14-0.21
0.04-0.10

2.2-2.9
1.8-2. l
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Fig. 4. Detailof the vicinityof the southpole,with frostcapat top:(a) portionof red mosaicshowingelongateareas
of lower albedo(unit 3) and (b) portionof red/violetratio mosaicshowingthat darker areas(unit 3) are alsolessred.

Figure 2 at about 77ø incidence angle. Occasionalbright
areas at low incidence have R/V = 3.6, comparable to the
surface R/V ratio is close to 3.0. Increased direct solar
dust in the layered terrain (unit 2).
Examination of the R/V mosaics (see Figure 2) shows no
reflectionon sunwardfacingslopesincreasesthe R/V ratio of
the total reflected radiation relative to adjacent level areas, detectablecolor change between the layered deposits and
where reflected diffuse atmosphericillumination is a larger the surroundingunfrostedterrain. In particular, the boundfraction of the total. The variation in R/V with incidence
ary of the layered depositscannot be seen at the left and
angleis no longer evident when the effectsof atmospheric right sidesof Figure2. This lack of contrastindicatesthat the
scatteringare removed. An area near the top of the mosaic surfacesof the layered depositsand the surroundingterrains
(at about 68ø incidenceangle)was correctedfor atmospheric are composedof the same material or that there is a dust
effects using the model describedin the Appendix. Dark mantle covering the entire area. As we will discussbelow,
material in topographicdepressionsin this area has R/V = there is morphologicalevidence suggestingthat a dust man1.7-2.1, similar to dark material (unit 5) at higher incidence tle has been stripped away in some places.
scattering.As shown in the Appendix, the R/V ratio of
atmosphericscatteringin shadowsis about 2.0, while the

angles. The plains in the low-incidenceregion have R/V
ratios between 3.0 and 3.5, similar to the plains at the top of

The R/V ratio of unit 2 varies from 3.3 to 3.8 where the

noise level in the mosaic is low. Darker, more neutral (R/V •
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Fig. 5. Red/violetratioversusvioletLambertalbedofor representative
pointsin 3 surfaceunitsin the vicinityof
the southpolarresidualcap.The modelcurveis discussed
in thetext. Errorbarsrepresent13%uncertainty
in absolute
albedos,the typical samplingnoisein 5 x 5 pixel areasin R/V mosaic.

2.9) areasof unit 3 occurthroughoutthe layereddepositsand
in many casesappear to be associatedwith eolian erosional
features.Unit 3 cannotsimplybe an exhumedflat-lyingdark
layer, becausesignificantrelief can be seen within a large
area of the unit near 89.5øS, 200øW (Figures 3 and 4).
Althoughthis unit may representa mantlingof darker, more
neutral material, we considerit more likely that this area has
been strippedof its dust mantle by winds blowing off the
polar cap. In Figure 3, linear groovescan be seen cutting
across complexly terraced landforms, suggestingextensive
wind erosion[Cutts, 1973].Thesegroovesare parallelto the
elongateareas of unit 3 below the polar cap (in Plate 3) but
are mostly coated by the dust mantle (unit 2). Evidently, the
cuttingof the grooveswas followedby depositionof the dust
mantle, which has been partially removed elsewhere by
furthereolianactivity. A layer of dustonly about 10/x thick
shouldbe sufficientto concealthe underlyingbedrock. We
concludethat unit 3 representsexposuresof layered deposit
"bedrock" that are darker and less red than the dust mantle
that covers much of the area. The R/V of unit 3 is the same

as that of the north polar layered deposits,as reported by
Thomas and Weitz [1989].

The occurrenceof bright, lessred areas(unit 4) adjacentto
the polar frost cap (unit 1) suggeststhat these areas are
mixtures of frost and red dust (unit 2) below the resolution of
the images. Mariner 9 returned the first high-resolution
picturesof the southpolar region, showingincompletefrost
cover within the residual cap at a variety of spatial scales
[Murray et al., 1972].Althoughvariegationin the frostcapis
also evident in the mosaics used here, the details of the frost
distributionare not indicatedin Plate 3 for simplicity.Violet
Lambert albedois plotted againstthe R/V ratio in Figure 5,
where atmospheric scattering has been removed. The data
are fit well by a model that assumeslinear mixing of two

colorcomponentsbelowthe imageresolution:R/V = A 1 +
A2/V, where A1 and A 2 are constantsdependentupon the
color and albedo of pure frost (unit 1) and pure dust (unit 2),
and R and V are the red and violet Lambert albedos,

respectively. This model calculates the consequenceof a
macroscopicdust/frost"checkerboard" with possiblelength
scales from millimeters to 100 m (the resolution of the best

images).A leastsquaresfit of the datain Figure5 givesA1
= 1.0 and A 2 = 0.11, comparable to the values given by
James et al. [1979] for mixtures of seasonal frost and bare

ground:A1 = 1.257andA 2 - 0.105. The residualcap has an
R/V ratio of about 1.2, similar to the R/V of 1.25 found by
James et al. [1979]. Evidently, the frost in unit 4 is less red
than the seasonalfrost observedduringthe spring,resulting

in a decreasein A1 with time. This is consistentwith the
temporal brightening of the south polar seasonal cap
[Kieffkr, 1979;Paige, 1985]due to dustremovalor sinkingof
dust grains into the frost.

Unit 4 appearsto be the surfaceexpressionof a deposit
that is youngerthan the surroundinglayered terrain: secondary craters from a 17-km impact crater at 84.5øS, 359øW
[Plaut et al., 1988]are presentin the layeredterrain, but they
"are either much rarer or more muted" [Howard et al.,
1982, p. 200] in the area of unit 4 at 84.8øS, 356øW. This unit
has apparently been deposited since the impact that producedthe secondarycraters [Howard et al., 1982].Perhaps
the persistence of seasonal frost in this area late into the
summer (due to a regional poleward slope or to small
topographic depressions) allows entrained dust to remain

throughoutthe year, rather than being removed by winds.
The

net annual

accumulation

of small amounts

of dust

trapped in this manner might produce the observedyoung
depositif continuedfor many seasonalcycles. The thickness
of dustand/orfrost neededto producethe observedburial of
the -<2-km-diameter secondary craters is at most a few
hundredmeters, assumingdepth/diameteris approximately
equal to 0.2 [Pike, 1979].
A large area of similar brightness and R/V ratio (not

mappedin Plate 3) appearsaround 83øSbetweenroughly 0ø
and 30øW. This bright area is commonly occupiedby an
outlier of seasonalfrost early in the southern summer and
was interpretedby James et al. [1979, p. 2905, Figure 27] to
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Violet versus red Lambert albedo for 4 surface units in the vicinity of the south polar residual cap.
Error bars represent 13% uncertainty in absolute albedos.

be "due to dust entrained during the condensationprocess."
While we agree that dust depositsare probably stabilized by
surface volatiles, our analysis of the color and albedo of this
unit indicates that the presence of frost below the limit of
resolution is responsible for its high albedo. This area may
also be a site of recent deposition.
Unit 5 is the darkest

and most neutral in color of the units

found in the south layered deposits.It is found only in what
appear to be topographic lows, suggestingthat it may be
composedof sand-sized particles caught in saltation traps.
Material of the same color (R/V • 1.9) is found in craters and
other depressionsin the upper part of Plate 1, indicating that
it is widespreadand has therefore probably been transported
by winds. Thomas and Weitz [1989] found a similar R/V ratio
for the north polar erg. The presenceof dark material (unit 5)
at the downwind ends of some exposuresof unit 3 (Figure 5)
suggeststhat saltation aids in the removal of the dust mantle.
The source of the dark material (unit 5) is not evident in
the data used here. If the source of the dark material

is not

the layered deposits, it must have been transported into the
layered terrain from more equatorial areas by saltation or
suspension.The current Martian atmosphere cannot support
grainslarger than about 50/x in suspension[Arvidson, 1972],
and extensive transport and deposition of dust from suspension are unlikely for particles larger than about 10
Alternatively, the dark material may be composed of fluffy
particles [Saunders et al., 1985, 1986], but such particles still
must have saltated to become trapped in topographicdepressionsif they were depositedinitially from suspension.Saltating grains would be expected to erode any dust mantle, so
that transport of the dark material into the layered terrains
could not have occurred since the deposition of the dust
mantle. If the dark material was deposited before the dust
mantle, it would not be apparent today unless the dust was
able to trickle down into the open spacesbetween particles
or was injected into suspensionby local saltation of the
larger particles. Particles 100/x in size are the most easily
saltated under current Martian atmospheric conditions,
while 10-/xparticles require about twice the wind velocity to

initiate saltation [Greeley et al., 1980]. The dust particles are

probablyless than 10 /x in diameter, so that if the dark
material consistsof-100-/x particles, they may have been
cleaned of dust by local saltation. Therefore unit 5 could
have been transported from a source outsiderthe layered
terrain and deposited before the dust mantle.
Conversely, the source of unit 5 may be local but not
obvious in the images used here. The genetic relationships
between scarps and dune fields can be inferred from highresolution Viking north polar images [Thomas and Weitz,
1989]but are not resolved in the lower-resolution south polar
data used here. The hypothesis that the dark material is
eroded from the layered deposits [Thomas and Weitz, 1989]
is supported by the color and albedo of units 2, 3, and 5
(Figure 6). The color/albedo of the layered deposits (unit 3)
is intermediate between that of dust (unit 2) and that of dark
material (unit 5), consistentwith their being a mixture of dust
and dark material. The dark material therefore may have
originated locally within the layered deposits.
4.

DISCUSSION

Before we discuss the implications of our results in
conjunction with previous work, we must state our inherent
assumptions. The lateral extent and constant thickness of
individual layers suggest that the layered deposits were
formed by eolian deposition; we consider only such processes.Despite the significantdifferencesin the size, appearance, and setting of the north and south layered deposits, we
assume that their origin and evolution were similar. The
current contrast may be due to the north/south asymmetries
in Martian topography and climate (Mars' orbital eccentricity is rather high now). The variable climate presumably
controls the relative and overall effects of the depositional
and erosional processescommon to both hemispheres. We
accept the "conventional wisdom" that water ice plays an
important role in the formation of the layered deposits and
assume that solid H20 cements the darker (presumably
silicate) particles together. Finally, we exclude the possibil-
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ity that periodic volcanic eruptions have caused most of the
layering, although this mechanism cannot be ruled out
completely.
If the south polar layered deposits are composed only of
bright red dust and ice, their color and albedo suggestthat
ice is not abundant at the surface, since the layered deposits
are darker than the dust that mantles them. However, Clark
and Lucey [1984] have shown that there is very little change
in visual reflectance of soil and ice mixtures with increasing
soil content for soil fractions above ---1% by weight. It is not
clear from their data what effect (if any) adding small

SOUTH POLAR COLOR AND ALBEDO

injected into suspension and removed. Pollack et al. [1977,
1979] found that the Viking lander sky brightnessmeasurements are consistent with the existence of---1% magnetite

(Fe2+Fe23+O4)
in the atmospheric
dust.Hatgraveset al.
[1979, p. 8383] noted that the reference test chart magnet on
Viking Lander 1 continued to attract magneticparticles from
the atmosphereduring the extended mission and suggestthat

maghemite
(y-Fe23+
03) is themostlikelycandidate
for the

In any case, calculations of the stability of water ice in the
polar regions of Mars [Toon et al., 1980; Hofstadter and
Murray, 1989] indicate that water ice should not currently be
present at the surface of the layered deposits. This implies
that the observed color/albedo ratio of the layered deposits
must be due to nonvolatile components.
We now consider four hypotheses for the composition of
the layered deposits, all presuming that water ice is the
cementing material but does not affect the observed reflectance. The widely held notion that the layered deposits are
composedof only dust and ice is discussed,along with some
alternatives for the source of the dark saltating material. We
then discussthe possibility of only dark sand and ice in the
layered deposits and finally consider a mixture of dust and

magnetic material. They conclude that "the results of Pollack et al. [1977] may not be inconsistent with the presence
of a slightly ferroan maghemite" in the Martian atmosphere.
About 1-7% of the soil at the Viking lander sites is magnetic
[Hatgraves et al., 1979], suggestingthat more dark magnetic
material may be carried in suspension during epochs of
greater atmospheric pressure. If magnetite motes are transported by suspension into the polar regions, incorporated
into the layered deposits and eventually eroded, magnetite
may form FSR particles either alone or mixed with phyllosilicate dust, perhaps aided by its magnetic properties (A.
Storrs, personal communication, 1989). Such dark particles
may then saltate to form the dunes that probably represent
1-10% of the eroded volume of the layered deposits [Thomas, 1982]. An attempt to form FSR from magnetite or
maghemite dust has not been made (E. Laue, personal
communication, 1989), but if FSR can be formed using these
minerals, it would probably be dark. Hence erosion of
magnetite or maghemite particles in the layered deposits
could conceivably account for the dark dunes described by
Thomas and Weitz [1989], and the albedo of unit 3 (intermediate between dust and dark material (Figure 6)) may be due

dark sand.

to a concentration

4.1.

of the deposits.
Storrs et al. [1988, p. 510] argue that "the low thermal
conductivity of the FSR...
seems inconsistent with the
thermal inertia" of the polar dunes, which is no greater than

amounts of ice to the soil has on the visual reflectance

of the

mixture. A little ice could even make the soil appear darker,
as it did in their experiments with bright kaolinite. Clearly,
the albedo of the layered depositsis not a reliable measure of
their ice content.

Dust Only

The first possibility that we consider is that the dark,
saltating material (unit 5) is a sublimation product of the
layered deposits, which are composed only of bright dust
and ice. This hypothesis was proposed by Saunders et al.
[1985], who invoked dark carbonaceous meteoritic dust
(which is probably unstable under oxidizing Martian surface
conditions) to coat and darken the saltating filamentary
sublimation residue (FSR) particles derived from erosion of
the layered deposits. Their mechanism cannot explain the
presence of dark material near its source, however, as
saltation

across

an area

with

dark

dust at the surface

is

required. The FSR particles have roughly the samealbedo as
the dust from which they are made, although neither the
reflectance properties of the FSR nor the dust that was used
to make them were measured quantitatively (A. Storrs,
personal communication, 1989). Thomas and Weitz [1989]
showed that dark material is present very near to its apparent source in the north polar layered deposits, implying that
the dark material is already dark upon erosion. Although the
FSR may be somewhat darker than the dust from which it
forms, it is unlikely that this process can produce particles
that are at least 3 times darker in red light than the dust
mantle (Table 1).
Formation of the dark dunes from erosion of layered
depositscomposed only of dust and ice by this mechanism is
therefore implausible unless there is a second, darker type of
dust in the layered depositsas well. A (possiblyminor) dark
component of dust could preferentially form FSR and therefore dark saltating material, leaving the bright dust to be

of dark material

at the weathered

surface

6.5 x 10-3 cal cm-1 s-1/2K -1 [PaigeandKieffer,1987].
Using the density and thermal conductivity of montmorillonite FSR given by Storrs et al. [1988] and the mean specific

heatof varioussilicates
(0.14calg-1 K-1 at 220K) givenby
Winterand Saari [1969],a thermalinertiaof 2 x 10-3 is
indicated for the FSR. The presence of the Martian atmosphere and even small amounts of water ice will tend to
increase the thermal conductivity of the FSR. Given that
Paige and Kieffer [1987] regard their thermal inertia of the
polar dunes as an upper limit and that the thermal conductivity of the FSR in a good vacuum (A. Storrs, personal
communication, 1989) is greater than the thermal conductivities at low ambient pressure of a wide range of rock powders
and sands measured by Wechsler and Glaser [1965], we do
not feel that the thermal conductivity of the FSR and the
thermal inertia of the polar dunes are inconsistent. We
conclude that the possibility of the polar dunes' being
composedof FSR particles cannot be excluded on the basis
of thermal

4.2.

inertia

Sand From

data.

External

Sources

The source of the dark material may not be the layered
deposits, however. It is possible that dark sand partially or
completely covers the layered deposits periodically and is
removed when the polar wind patterns change. The main
problem with this hypothesis is that dark dunes appear to
have sources in the north polar layered deposits [Thomas,
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1982; Thomas and Weitz, 1989]. In addition, this concept
does not reconcile

the difference

between

the albedos of the

dust mantle (unit 2) and the layered deposits (unit 3). The
Mars Observer camera may be able to obtain images that will
allow detailed study of the scarpsin the layered depositsand
their relationships to the adjacent dune fields. Since the
available images indicate that dark material is being eroded
from the north polar deposits and forming dunes [Thomas,
1982], we prefer hypotheses that are consistent with the
layered deposits being the source of the dark saltating
material.

4.3.

Sand Only

Could the layered depositsbe composedof dark sand and
ice only? As stated above, large amounts of ice are not
expected to be present at the surface of the layered deposits,
so that their

albedo

must be due to nonvolatile

material.

Because the layered deposits appear brighter than the dark
saltating material in both polar regions, we feel that it is
unlikely that the layered depositsare composedonly of dark
material

4.4.

and ice.

Dust

and Sand Mixture

Perhaps the layered deposits are made up of a mixture of
dust, dark sand, and ice. The question then is how could
sand become incorporated into the layered deposits? Thomas and Weitz [1989] conclude that only small amounts of
sand in the north polar deposits are required to produce the
observed dunes. We agree with their assertion that it is
unlikely that sand could be carried in suspension,even by a
much denser Martian atmosphere, and that sand must therefore be transported to the polar regions by saltation. The
problem is how to deposit dust and sand simultaneously, as
saltating sand will inject dust into suspension,carrying it
away from the surface. Perhapsthe dust is codepositedwith
water ice and effectively cemented to the surface by solid
H20. Then sand could saltate over the polar cap, becoming
trapped in topographic depressions. The entire layered deposits may have been covered periodically by a thin sand
sheet, but laterally continuous saltating sheets of such constant thickness are not found on Earth and are probably also
unlikely on Mars. It is more likely that if sand is present
within the layered deposits, it is in patches a few meters in
size at most and is therefore

undetectable

in even the best

Viking images. Such a mixture can account for the color and
albedo of the layered deposits (unit 3) with respect to the
dust mantle (unit 2) and the dark material (unit 5).

4.5.

Genetic and Climatic Implications

We now consider the implications of the compositional
hypothesesdiscussedabove for the formation of the layered
deposits, along with the variations in climate or circulation
that are required for them to function. Two hypotheses that
include dark material in the layered depositsare preferred
and reconcile the available observations: (1) bright dust,
dark dust, and ice; and (2) bright dust, dark sand, and ice.
The dust and ice scenario involves

formation

of sublima-

tion residue particles that saltate to form the dark dunes
adjacent to the layered deposits. Since dark dust seems
required to form dark FSR particles, we propose that magnetite or maghemite dust is depositedfrom suspensiononto
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the layered deposits. The dust in the atmosphere over the
Viking landers contains about 1% opaque phase [Pollack et
al., 1979], while the soil contains 1-7% magnetic material
[Hargraves et al., 1979]. For comparison the volume of dark
dune deposits in the polar regions is estimated to be 1-10%
of the eroded volume of the layered deposits [Thomas,
1982]. This comparison suggeststhat dark magnetic material
is incorporated into the layered deposits in the same proportion as in surface fines and therefore

that the dark material

is

easily transported by winds. Since the percentages of dark
material given above are essentially identical (considering
the uncertainties involved), it is conceivable that layered
deposits may be forming in the current climatic conditions.
If sand is mixed into the layered deposits, a poleward flow
is necessary to transport the sand onto the polar deposits.
Thomas [1982] found that winds tend to blow off of the north
polar cap, but the circulation pattern is rather complex. Sand
is not expected to saltate during the winter and early spring
when the dunes are covered by seasonalCO2 frost, so that
the summer circulation is most important to the net transport
of sand. It appears, then, that sand is not currently being
transported onto the north polar cap and that a change in
circulation is needed to bring sand into the layered deposits
[Thomas, 1982]. Periods of high obliquity may result in the
disappearance of the residual caps and enable saltation of
sand across the layered deposits during the summer.
5.

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

Five albedo/color units have been identified and mapped
in the south polar layered deposits, including polar frost.
Much of the south polar region appears to be mantled by
material (probably dust) with R/V ratios between 3.2 and 3.8.
Eolian erosion of linear grooves near the south pole was
followed by deposition of the dust mantle. This mantle has
been removed (presumably by off-cap winds) from certain
areas in the layered deposits, exposing slightly darker, less
red "bedrock." Measured layered deposit colors and albedos lie between

those of the dark material

and those of the

dust mantle, consistent with the layered deposits being a
mixture of dark material and bright dust.
A bright, neutral unit, adjacent to the polar cap, is a
mixture of frost and bare ground below the resolution of the
images.Frost/groundpatchinesson a horizontal scale of less
than about

100 m is indicated

in these areas.

Thomas

and

Weitz [1989] found a similar unit in the north polar deposits.
In at least one area this unit appears to be younger than the
surroundinglayered terrain, perhaps because of the trapping
of dust by seasonal frost. A large area of similar color and
albedo just outside of the layered terrain, the site of an
outlier of seasonalfrost, may also be undergoingdeposition.
The Mars Observer camera should be used to attempt to
resolve patches of frost and bare ground in these areas.
Darker, more neutral saltating material is occasionally
present in topographic depressionsin the layered deposits
and elsewhere in the south polar region. The source of this
dark material

is not evident

in the data considered

in this

paper, but it may be local. If the source is not local, the lack
of dust mantling these dark deposits is paradoxical. A
possible resolution of this paradox may be that the dark
deposits are composed of larger (-100/x) particles that are
more easily moved by winds than the micron-sized dust that
forms the mantle [Iversen and White, 1982]. In this case,
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local saltationof the dark material sincethe depositionof the
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emission angles are modeled here. The program calculates
the total radiation observed for a given viewing geometry, as
grains and out of view or could eject dust into suspension. well as the attenuation of the downgoing solar and upgoing
Again, the Mars Observer camera should be used to obtain reflected radiation. The atmospheric component, including
high-resolution images of areas of dark material in the diffuse flux reflected from the surface, is calculated by
southern layered deposits and study them in detail. Such subtracting the Lambert surface reflection from the total.
data may indicate the source of the dark material.
Rayleigh scattering in the Martian atmosphere is insignifiWhile much of the south polar layered depositsappear to cant compared to dust scattering [Kahn et al., 1981]and was
have been at least partially eroded, depositionhas occurred therefore not considered in this model.
recently in some areas near the residual cap. The geologic
In order to limit the number of variable parametersin the
history of the southpolar layered depositsis thereforerather model we have made use of published results regarding
complex, with deposition occurring in areas where frost Martian dust scattering. Our model has nine altitude levels
lingers late into the summer and eolian erosion of the dust up to 50 km, the maximum dust height having been approximately determined usingViking Orbiter limb images[Jaquin
mantle occurring in other areas.
Under the assumptionsthat the layered depositsare eolian et al., 1986]. The dust concentration decays exponentially
in origin and that the evolution of the north and south with a scale height of 10 km, as inferred from Viking Lander
deposits are similar, we conclude that the layered deposits observations by Pollack et al. [1977]. The extinction effiare probably composedof dust and ice, with small amounts ciencies Qext given in Table 2 were taken from Pollack
of dark dust or sand. In the case of dark sand, climatic
[1982]. Since the 2.5-/• (cross-sectionweighted mean radius)
changes seem necessary to provide a net poleward wind dust particles are forward scattering [Pollack et al., 1977], 12
regime, enabling sand to saltate into the layered deposits. azimuthal harmonics were used in the calculation. The error
Only medium-resolution color data are used here, and anal- in approximation of the phase function is less than 7% for an
ysis of high-resolution Mariner 9 images of the south polar asymmetry parameter of 0.55 and decreases as scattering
region is in progress.
becomes more isotropic. Use of a greater number of aziWe look forward to the acquisition of Mars Observer data muthal harmonics does not significantly affect the results.
The remaining parameters to be determined are the optical
that will test the hypotheses described here. Mars Observer's polar orbit enables repeated coverage of the polar depth r, the single-scattering albedo w0, the Henyeyregions and is ideally suited to detailed study of the polar Greenstein asymmetry parameter g, and the surface refleclayered terrains. Although data returned by the deselected tance r0. Viking Lander observationsshow that r is rarely
visual and infrared mapping spectrometer would probably less than 0.2 [Pollack et al., 1977], while Viking Orbiter
have constrained the composition of the polar deposits images have been used by Thorpe [1977] to derive optical
better than any of the remaining instruments, the mission as depths between 0.05 and 0.6, usually between 0.1 and 0.2.
currently planned should be able to addressimportant ques- Opacities derived from Viking Orbiter limb observationsby
tions regardingthe layered terrain. As mentioned above, the Jaquin et al. [1986] agree with those found by Pollack et al.
high-resolution camera will be able to examine in detail the [1977] over the Viking Lander sites but are sometimeslower
geological relationships among the units described in this elsewhere on Mars. Images in which the "hard" planetary
paper. The radar altimeter will yield essential topographic limb can be seen indicate that normal optical depths as low
information, and the gamma ray spectrometermay estimate as 0.01 sometimes occur. The visibility of surface features
the amount of H20 near the surface. Finally, the thermal places a rough upper limit on the opacity for the images
emissionspectrometerand/or the pressure-modulated
infra- under consideration. Images of interest should have normal
red radiometer may be able to distinguish sand from FSR
optical depths between 0.01 and 1.
Pollack [1982] used Viking Lander sky brightnessobserparticles in the dark material. Such observationswill provide
crucial tests of the hypothesesproposed here.
vationsto find w0, g, and Qextas a function of wavelengthin
visible and near-infraredlight. His values of w0 are 0.74 and
0.88
at the effective wavelengths of the Viking Orbiter violet
APPENDIX: ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING MODEL
and red filters, respectively. Estimates of w0 using Viking
Analysis of the surfaceproperties of Mars is complicated Orbiter data have a larger difference between the red and the
by the presence of dust in the Martian atmosphere. The violet filters. Thorpe [1978] modeled low-phase observations
determination of surface albedos and application of photo- to find w0 = 0.5 (violet) and 0.8-0.85 (red). Jaquin et al.
clinometric techniques, for instance, require accurate re- [1986] analyzed limb observations to find the same singlemoval of the atmosphericcomponentof brightness.We have scattering albedo (within 0.1) as Thorpe in violet light but
modeled dust scattering in the south polar region with a w0 = 0.94 throughthe red filter. We expect that 0.5 < w0 <
radiative transfer program described in detail by Mich0.7 for the violet filter and 0.8 < w0 < 0.95 for the red filter
and that the single-scatteringalbedo in green light will be
clangeli, D. V., M. A. Allen, Y. L. Yung, R.-L. Shia, and D.
Crisp (Enhancement of atmosphericradiation by an aerosol intermediate between those in violet and red light.
The asymmetry parameter g of Martian dust is known to
layer, submitted to Journal of GeophysicalResearch, 1990).
The program uses the multistream Feautrier formulation for be positive (forward scattering), but its determination is
an inhomogeneousplane-parallel atmosphere with a single highly model-dependent [Zurek, 1982]. An asymmetry paHenyey-Greenstein phase function. It assumesLambertian rameter for the red filter of 0.6 was used by Jaquin et al.
scattering at the surface, and we have modified the code to [1986], while Kattawar and Young [1977] found that g = 0.63
accountfor the sphericityof the planet when calculatingthe fit their data well at similar wavelengths. The asymmetry
incoming solar radiation. The plane-parallel assumptionis factor given by Pollack et al. [1979] cannot be directly
unacceptable at high emission angles, but only moderate compared because they did not use a Henyey-Greenstein
dust mantle

could

allow

the dust to settle between

dark
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Shadows

o Optical depth = 0.13
x Optical depth = 0.2
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a Optical depth = 0.1
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Fig. A1. Viking Orbiter 2 orbit 407 violet (Aeff= 0.45 /x) shadowdata with model fits, showingeffect of varying
opticaldepth. The vertical scatterin the data is due to the inclusionof unshadowedgroundbelow the resolutionof the
images, especially at lower incidence angles, so the model was fit to the lower limit of the shadow data. Error bars
representthe 13% absoluteuncertainty in the Viking Orbiter television calibration [Klaasen et al., 1977].

phase function. Lumme et al. [1981] modeled ground-based results. Thorpe [1979, 1981] found that g ranges from 0.0 to
photometric data to find g = 0.35 +- 0.10 in the V band. 0.6, and we expect that the asymmetry parameter should be
Jaquin et al. [1986] state that g is between 0.35 and 0.55 in this range.
Ground-based spectrophotometric studies have shown
through the violet filter but are less confident of their violet

i
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Fig. A2.

Viking Orbiter 2 orbit 407 green (Aeff= 0.54 /x) shadowdata with model fits, showingeffect of varying
single-scatteringalbedo.
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Fig. A3. Viking Orbiter 2 orbit 407 red (Aeff= 0.59 kt) shadowdata with model fits, showingeffect of varying
asymmetry parameter. Uncertainties in the shadow data are larger at high incidence angles because of the greater
uncertainty in absolutecalibration at low exposurelevels.

that spatial variations in Mars' reflectivity are small at blue
wavelengths [McCord and Westphal, 1971]. Therefore we

resulting surface reflectances have an R/V ratio of 2.8, so

use r0 = 0.09 for the violet filter, which has a very similar

A three-color mosaic of Viking Orbiter 2 images of the
southpolar region was usedto evaluate the brightnessof the
atmospherein shadows during orbit 407. Only the largest
shadows gave consistent results, because of the moderate
resolution of the images, and we have chosen minimum
brightnesslevels that are representedby at least 2 pixels to
avoid noisy data. The vertical scatter in the shadow data
(FiguresA1-A3) is partly causedby the inclusionof unshadowed terrain in some of the pixels, especially at lower
incidence angles. Variations in surface albedo and roughness
may alsocontributeto the scatterbut are not easily modeled.
In addition, spatial variations in dust opacity will cause some
scatter. We were unable to find good shadowsin the mosaic
at incidence angles less than 70ø. Near the terminator,
shadows are longer, and there is less scatter, giving us
confidencethat the pixel values at high incidence angles are
not contaminatedby unshadowedground. With this in mind

band pass to the B (blue) filter used by Lureroe et al. [1981].
Although the spectral reflectivity of the Martian surface in
the south polar region has not been measured, telescopic
maps of Mars indicate that it has an intermediate albedo. We
expect the green and red surface reflectances to be greater

than that of Syrtis Major (r0(green) = 0.11; r0(red) = 0.14)
but less than Arabia's (r0(green) = 0.18; r0(red) = 0.28).
These reflectances were derived by integration of the spectral geometric albedo data given by McCord and Westphal
[1971] over the spectral band passes of the Viking Orbiter
cameras [K. Klaasen, personal communication, 1987). They
were then increased by 10% to agree with the blue band data
of Lureroe et al. [1981] and earlier studies [McCord and
Adams, 1969]. The surface albedo is assumed to be constant

in the atmospheric model. Actual unfrosted ground albedos
in the color mosaic vary by about a factor of 2, resulting in
errors in atmospheric brightness of the same order as the
absolute uncertainty in the calibration of the Viking cameras: 13%. Good shadow data near 75.5 ø incidence angle
were used to subtract the atmospheric component from the
observed violet and red brightnesses of nearby plains. The

TABLE
Filter

2.

Atmospheric Dust-Scattering Parameters
Violet

Green

Red

r0
w0

0.09
0.57

0.18
0.79

0.25
0.85

g
Qext

0.31
2.64

0.47
2.71

0.49
2.75

r0(red) = 0.25 is used in the model.

we have endeavored

to construct

lower limit to the shadow

a model

that defines

a

data.

The best fit of the shadow data with the parameters
described

above has r = 0.13 and surface albedos and dust

scattering parameters as shown in Table 2. The spectral
reflectancesused are very similar to the spectral geometric
albedo of "intermediate albedo" areas given by McCord and
Westphal [1971] and to the reflectances of the soils at the
Viking Lander 1 site [Guinness, 1981] when differencesin
spectral band pass are taken into account. The effect of
varying r is shown in Figure A1, w0 in Figure A2, and g in
Figure A3. An image taken through the red filter during the
same orbit (that was not included in the mosaic) was used to
evaluate the atmosphericreflectance at the terminator. Sev-
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eral of the best shadowdata pointswere chosenfor modeling
(on the basis of their low values in all three colors) near 72ø,
80ø, 84ø, and 85ø incidence angle and at the terminator. The
observational geometry of each of these points was deter-

mined using Supplementary Experiment Data Record
(SEDR) data. The model fits the data within the 13%
uncertaintiesexcept at 80ø, where the shadowsare evidently
contaminated with illuminated ground below the resolution
of the images or the dust opacity is greater. Radiometric
uncertainties in images exposed to low light levels are
generally larger than for brighter scenes,so the discrepancy
between

the model

considered

serious.

and the data

Variations

at the terminator

in emission

and

is not

azimuth

angles across the mosaic have a significant effect on the
atmosphericbrightnessand have been included in the model.
Once the optical depth and other model parameters have
been determined in shadows, other points in the image can
be modeled. Interpolation between modeled points in the
image yields the approximate atmosphericbrightnessat any
point, allowing removal of the atmospheric component of
brightness across the entire image or any part of it. The
interpolated atmospheric brightnessis subtracted from the
data value in each pixel, and the result is divided by the
incoming and outgoing attenuation to find what the surface
reflectivity would be if there were no atmosphere. This
technique assumes that dust-scatteringproperties and surface albedos are invariant across the image and that the
shadowed regions are small compared to the dust scale
height, so that their presence does not alter the atmospheric
brightness. Variations in surface albedo are small in the area
modeled, except in the polar frost. The effect of low surface
albedosin modeling of atmosphericscatteringover the polar
cap is discussedin the text. Although there is evidence in the
color mosaic of spatial variations in dust opacity, it is not
possibleto account for such variability in this model. Errors
due to interpolation are generally less than 3% (as indicated
by model runs at points between those used), while variations in opacity are seen to cause up to 20% variations in
atmosphericbrightness.Topographicvariations in the south
polar region are not precisely known, but a 1-km increase in
altitude decreases the modeled atmospheric brightness by
only 11%. The effect of topographic variations was not
included in this model but could be incorporated in the
future.
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